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For a homomorphism between directed graphs G, and G,, its extension is the mapping of the 
set of all paths in G, into the set of all paths in G, obtained by naturally extending it. We 
investigate the properties of uniformly finite-to-one and onto extensions of homomorphisms 
of directed graphs, essentially the properties of uniformly finite-to-one and onto exten- 
sions of homomorphisms between strongly connected directed graphs. We also describe 
applications of our resclts on homomorphisms of directed graphs to the theory of a class of 
symbolic flows cal!ed subshifts of finite type. 
For two directed graphs G1 and G2, a homomorphism of G! into G2 is, 
roughly speaking, a mapping of the set of arcs of G1 into the t of arcs of G2 that 
preserves the adjacency of arcs. The homomorphism is nam-ally extended to a 
all paths in G1 into the set of all paths in G2, which is 
The main object of this paper is to establish two properties of uniformly finite- 
to-one and onto extensions of homomorphisms between strongly connected 
directed graphs (Theorems 1 and 3). One of them is shown to be also a property 
of those between directed graphs with no restriction, from which the following 
result is immediate!y obtained. For two directed graphs G1 and G2 
a homomorphism 
finite-to-one and on 
ollan 
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symbolic flows called subshifts of finite tape (or topological Markov shift; or 
intrinsic Markov chains) (cf. Coven and [3: and Adler and arcus [ 11). We 
also discuss a connecticln between the Ltter result and the one-dimensional 
version IJf the (harden-of-Eden theorem of h4oore [12] a.nd Myhill [13] on 
cellular automata. 
Let A be a fimte nonempty se :. A seque;lce of ffinite length of elements of A is 
czlled a :;tring suer A. The sequence of length 0 is also a string and is denoted by 
A. For a string 11, lg(x) denotes the length of x The set of all strings over .4 is 
denoted 3y A? IFor a non-negative integer M, A” is the set of all strings of length 
y! over A. For X, YEA*, xy denotes the string obtained by concatenating the two 
strings x and !. 
A graph (directed graph with labeled arcs and labeled points) G is defined to be 
a triple ( f, A, i;‘) where P is a finite set of elements called points, A is a finite set 
of elements called arcs and [ is a mapping of A into P X P”. If f(a) = (u, U) for 
a E A and U, G I:: P, then u is called the irzitial endpoint of a, I.I k called the terminal 
er;ldpoint of a, and we salI that a goes from u to ZJ. 
.I_et G=(P,11,L’) be agraph. Astringx=al ‘**% (pal)over A with aiEA 
(i=l,..., p) ins called a pati-r of length p in G if l:he terminal endpoint of 3i is the 
initial endpoinl of Ui+l for f = 1, . . . , p - 1. The initial endpoint u of c~i s called 
the initial endpoint of X, the terminal endpoint v of aP is called the terminal 
mtdpoint of x, and we say that x goes front u TO v. Each point w of G is a path of 
t’engh 0 (going from u to itself). The set of ali pa.ths in G is denoted by 77(.S). The 
wt of all paths of length p 2 r) in G is denoted by 77(,,(G). Note that 
IT’“‘(G) =: AP r 77(G) for p Z= 1. 
A graph G I’= (P, A, 6) is said to be strongly connected if Pf fl and for any 
u, u E: P, there exists a path @ng from fi to v in G. Of course, a graph consisting 
of exactly one point and no arc is strongly connected. But, for convenience, in 
what follows WI: assume, unless otherwise stated, that a strongly connected graph 
has at least one arc. How’ever, we remark that all theorems, the proposition, and 
all lemmas concerning strongly connected graphs in Sections 1, 2, and 3 trivially 
hold for strongly connected graphs with one point and no ax 
et G,=&%C,) and G,=(Q,B,&) b e t wo graphs. A homomorphism 11~ of 
nto G2 is a pair (h, 4) of a mapping h : A --, .B aa%d a mapping 4 : P + Q such 
for any a E A, if &(a) = (u, v) with u, Y E P, then &(~(Ez)) =(4(u), 4(v)). 
o isolated point, that is, for each point 1~ of G , there exists at 
one arc going flrom or to II (this may be a loop), 
of G, into G2 is uniquely determined b 
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For a homornorphism = (h, C/D:! of a graph G1 = (P, A, cl) into a graph G2 = 
, &) and a subgra ‘1 =(P’, A’, 6;) of Gr, we denote the subgraph 
(4(P), Fz(A’), 5;) of G2 ‘1) (A graph G’ = (p’, A’, 5’) is a subgraph of a 
graph G = (P, A, 5) if P’ c P, A’ (a) = l(a) for all a% A’.) It is easy to 
see that if G’, is strongly tonne netted. When G; 
has no isolated point, we often 
Let Gr = (P, A, &) and G 
homomorphism of G1 into G2. We define the extension Ih* : II ---, II( G2) of 
as follows. For each, XE I7(G,), if Ig(x)-0, i.e., x is a point of G1. the!! 
and if x-q*~* ap (p 2 1) with ai E A (i = 1, . . . , p), then 
*(x, = h(q). - 0 h&J. 
Whell G, has no isolated point, we often use h” instead of * and say that h* is 
the extension of the homomorphism h. 
A mapping f : X + Y is said to be uniformly finite-to-one if there exists a 
positive number N such that If-‘(y)1 c N for all y E Y. (For a set X, 1x1 denotes 
the cardinality of X.) 
Let G1 and G2 be two graphs. Let ism of G1 into G2. Two 
paths x and y in G1 are said to be indis f x and y have the same 
initial endpoint and the same terminal 
Let G1 = (P, A, &J bu a strongly connected graph and let G2 = 
(Q, B, &) be a gruph. Let h : A + B be a homomorphism of G, into G.?. Then 
h*: II + II is uniformly finite-to-one if and only if no two distinct paths i;z 
G1 are indistinguishable by h. 
. Suppose that x1 and x2 are two distinct paths in G1 such that they have the 
initial endpoint, say u, and the same terminal endpoint, say v, and h*(xJ = 
h*(x2). Since G, is strongly connected, there exists a path z going from v to u. For 
any positive integer IV, we have I(h*)-‘((h”‘(x,)h*(z))N)j >2N. Hence h* is not 
t h* is not uniformly finite-to-one. Then there exists a path 
y E II such that \(h*)-‘(y)j > IPI’. S ince the number of paths x’s in (h”)-‘( y 
greater than the number of ail possible pairs of t e initial endpoint and t 
terminal endpoint of a path in G1, there exist two distinct paths with the Sante 
initial endpoint and the same terminal endp!rint in (h*)-‘(y). 0 
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M are non-negalive. By the rron-Frobenius eorcm (cf. (Santmacher f5]), any 
non-negative square matrix c‘l;laracteristic value which 
the I-noduli of alIZ ihe other characteristic valu do not exceed We call that 
maximum real (characteristic value the maxi cteristk value of For a 
graph 6, we denote the maximal characteristic value of M(G) by r(G). 
A square matrix M is said to be irreducible if there is no permutation matrix H 
such that H?WH has the form 
(1.1) 
where M, and M3 are square matrices and 0 is a zero matrix. For a graph G, G is 
strongly connected if and only if M(G) is irreducible. 
Let M be an irreducible non-negative square matrix of order yt. Let r be the 
maximal characteristic value of FM. By the Perron-Frobenius Theorem (cf. 
Gantmacher [5]), r >O and to the maximal &aracteristic value r there corres- 
ponds a characteristic vector = (WI, . . . , wn) wltlh Wi>O for i=l,...,n. Let 
D = (4j) be the diagonal matrix of order ft SUCII that qi = Wi (i = 1, . . . , n). Then 
the sum of all the coordinates of each column vector of I.XWX1 is equal to r (cf. 
cSantmacher [5]). For any matrix K, let us denote t le sum of all the elements of M 
by S(K). ‘Then, since for each non-negative intege.; j3, W = D-‘(DMD-‘)PD and 
S((DML), ‘)“) = nrp. WC have 
Cllrp<S(&p)dprp (p=O,l,...) (1.2) 
where 
Cy = n ,sy,j2n (W,lwi) and P = n lJ!J$!j,,, (‘4i’wi)a 
Let G, and G, be two strongly connected graphs. Let h be a 
kn of G, into Gz. 7’hen the following two statements are valid. 
(1) L’f h* is uniformly finite-to-one, then r(G& r(&). 
(2) If h* is onto, then r(G,)a r(G,). 
Assume that h* is uniformly finite-to-one. Then there exists a positive 
numbkr N such that I(h*)-‘(y)I<N for all y c II( Thus since for each 
non-negative integer p, 
G,) 
‘p’(G2)) (11 = 0, 1, . . a). (1.3) 
Since for i = 1,2, 
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Assume that h” is onto. Then it follows that 
In’P’(G,)l a In’“‘<G,>l (p = 0, 1, . . .). 
Hence by the same argument as above, we have r(G,) 2 r(G2). El 
Let G = (P, A, 5) be a graph with A = {a,, . . . , al}. Let H be the ring of integers. 
We consider the polynomial ring Z[a 1, . . . 3 al ] in indeterminates a 1, . . . , al over 
2. Let P={uI,. . . , IA,,}. Let a = (&j) be the matrix of order IE with elements in 
z[a,, . . . v ai] such that Ikii = ap, + * l l + ap, if up,, . . . , sk are all arcs from 4 to ui 
in G, and tiij = 0 if there exists no arc from 4 to ui (1 s i! j s F?). Then the matrix 
G is called the represerktatiort matrix of G and is denoted by a(G). Let X be an 
indeterminate not contained in A. Let fG be the polynomial in Z[a,, . . . , q, X] 
which is equal to the characteristic polynomial of ,9(G), i.e., fG is the 
polynomial defined by 
Ma,, . . . , al, X) = det(XI, - A&G)) 
where I,, is the identity matrix of order ~1. Then f&al, . . . , aI, X) is homogeneous 
of degree n. Lef f,(X) be the characteristic polynomial of the adjacency m:atrix 
M(G) of G. Tl_en clearly 
k(X) =kU, * - - , 1, Jo. 
In this secticn we shall prove the following theorem. 
eore Pel G1 = (P, A, cl) and Gz = (Q, B, 5-J be 
graphs wit; A =(a,, . . . , a,} and B = (b,, . . . , b,}. 
two strongly conxected 
Let h:A-+B be a 
homomorphism of G1 into G2. Let g be the polynomial in Z[b,, . . . , b,, X] obtained 
from L,(al, . . , ai, X) by substituting h(ai) for a+ for i = 1, . . . , 1. then, if h* 
is uniformly jinite-to-one and onto, then r(G,) = r(G,) and f&<b,, . . . , b,, X) 
divides g(bl, . . . , b,,,, X) in Z[b,, . . . , b,, X]. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 1, we have the following result. 
strongly conrzected graphs. If there exists a 
that the extension h* of h is uniformly finite- 
Let h be u homon 
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In the end of this secticln, we shall show that Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 hold 
eve; if G, Jnd Gz in t e statements are not strongly connected. 
To wow Theorena 1, we use e four lemmas below. 
2, Let G, = <I’, A, fI) and G2 = (Q, R, &) be two strongly connected graphs 
with A = {E, . . . , al) and B = {b,, . . . , b,,,). Let h : A -+ B be a homomorphism of 
6, into G2. Write j&, =&al, . . . , al, X) and j&2 =&,(bl, . . . , b,, X). Let g be the 
polynomial in Z[b,, . . . , b,, X] defined by 
g&9 - * - , k, JO -fG,(KaA . . . , &A, XL 
Then if l-z* is uniifomly finite-to-one and onto, then for any m positive integers 
Pl, * * *, Pm there ksts a real number r such that 
dp,, - - *, Pm, 4 I= fGzbI, . . . , pm, r) = 0. 
. Assume that h* : n(G,) + l7(G2) is uniformly finite-to-one and onto. Let 
pt, ’ - - Y pm be any m positive integers. We construct two graphs G’, and G$ as 
follows. For each1 i = 1, . . . , 1, let j(i) be the index such that h(q) = bj(i) and let 
Ai = {a,,,, ai.2, . . . , ai,p,,,,) where a,,,, v = 1, . . . , pj(i)*l are new distinct elements for 
every i. The graph G’, is obtained from G1 by replacing each arc a, with the arcs 
consisting of the elements of Ai. That is, G; = (I’, A’, 5:) where A’ = U f = p Ai and 
cj’,:A’+PxP is defined by 
C;(Qi.,) = 51(Qi) (v = 19 . - - 9 pi(i), i = 19 - . - 9 1). 
For each i = l., . . . , m., let Bj = {bi,l, . . . , bj,p,) where bj,,, v := 1, . . . , pi, are new 
distinct elements for every j. The graph G; is obtained from G2 by replacing each 
arc Oi with the arcs bj.1, . . . , bj,p,. That is, Gi = (a, B’, 55) where B’ = U F 1 Bj and 
f$:B’-,Qxa is defined by 
S$<bj,,,) == &(bi) (V = 1, . t . , pi, j = 1, . . . , m). 
Let h' : A’ -+ El’ be the mapping defined by 
h’(q,v) -I- bj(i),v iy~ = 1, . l . 9 pi(i), i = 1, . . . 9 1). 
ly, G’, and 65 are stongly connected and 15’ is a homomorphism of Gi 
urtkermore, for any path bj,.y, l l l bj,,v. in G$, bj, * l . bjs is a path of G2 
it foliov~s that 
I(&‘)“)-‘(b. Il."1 l . * bjS,vx)l = ((h*)-‘(bj, l l l bj,)l. 
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idPI - * - 9 pm, Xl = f?;,,(l, l  - ,I, X). 
since for each arc q in G1, if h(q) =bj and 51(q) = (Si, ti) (Si, ti E P), then 
exist pj arcs going from Si to 4 in G’,, it follows that 
g(p,, l - l , Pm, Jo = fii;u, l l - , 1, X). 
f?,;Cl, l ’ ’ 9 1, JO =fGi(‘), fLs;(l, l - - 7 1, X) - _f&(JO and fGi(r) =fc;(rJ = 0, 
we have 
g(P I?**., P,n, 4 = %,(Pl, * * , pm, r) = 0. 0 
An arc a of a graph G, is ca!!ed a loop in G if the initial and terminal endpoints 
of a are the same. 
Let G1 = (P, A, &) an6 G2 = (0, E, &) be two strongly connected 
+ B be a homomorphism of GI into G2. Let 21 E Q. Let 65 be a 
graph obtained from G2 by adding a new loop b,, from u to itself. Let G’, be a graph 
obtained from G1 by adding n new loop a, from u to itself for every point u in 
C&~(V). Let h’ b e 1 Lh e mapping of A .J(a, 1 u E &l(v)) into B U{b,} defined by 
h’(a) = 
h(a) if a E A, 
blJ if a = a,, wi:h u E c#$(v). 
Then h’ is a homomorphism of G; into 65 clnd if h” is uniformly fiilirt -to-one and 
onto, then (h’)* is also uniformly finite-to-one and onto. 
. Clearly h’ is a homomorphi: m of G’, into G$. Any path t in II is 
written as z = Xl y&y2 l l l xzyl where q eII(G2) (i = 1,. . . , I), x1x2 . l l xl E 
I7(62), and yi ~{b,)* U(V) for i = 1,. . . , 1’. It is easily seen that l((h')*)-'(z)l = 
I(h”)--‘(.x1 l l l xl)\. Hence if h* is uniformly finite-to-one and onto, then (h’)* is 
also uniformly finite-to-one and ont 3. 0 
Let G=(P,A,iJ with A =(a,,. . ., a,} be a graph such that for every 
u E P, there exists at least one loop going from u to itself. 
(1) det a(G) is an irreducible pal ynomial in Z[al, . . . 
strongly connected, and 
(2) i$(a,, . . . , a,,,, X) is an irreducible polynomial in 
only if G is strongly connected. 
Then 
, a, ] if and only if G is 
Z[a,,..., a,, X! if and 
e first note that for a 
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deg f(0. X2, . . . , X,) = deg f(X,, . . . , X,). Assume that f(0, XZZ, . . . , X,) is irreduci- 
ble but f(X,, . . . , X,) is reducible. Then t exist polynomials g, and g, in 
kCX,, - * * 3 X,] such that jf( , . . . , &)g2(XI,. . . , X,)1 and 1 s 
deg g, <:deg f. Henc: f(Ot X2, . . . , Xl) = g,(O, X2, . . . , Xl)g2(Q, X2, . . . , Xl ). Since 
f(O,x,,..., x,)#O, &(0,X2, * * . , X,) # 0. Since f(XI, . . . , &) is homogeneous, 
&(X,9 ’ - * 9 Xl) is homogeneous. (Cf. van der Waerden [?S, $231.) Hence 
deg g,(O, X2,. I’ . , X,) = deg g,VL . . . , W. Thus 1 sdeg g,(O, X,, . . . , .$)c 
deg f(0, X2, . . . , X,). Therefore, f(0, X2, . . . ,, X,) is reducible, which contrxdicts 
the assumption.) Therefore, sincd.: f?,(ca,, . . . , q,,. 0) = det(fi(G)), the if part of (2) 
follows1 from that of (1). Moreover, to prove tht: if part of (l), it suffices to show 
the follow;ng: 
(3) det A?(G) is an irreducible polynomial if G is a graph such that (i) G is 
strongly connected and (ii) for each point u of G, there exists exactly one loop going 
from 11 to itself. 
Let G = (P, A, 5) be any graph. A path z = aI l l l a, with a, E A (i = I,. . . ,I) is 
called a circurit of length L if the initial and terminal endpoints of z are the same. 
(If z -a, T l .a1 with aiEA (izl,..., I) is a circuit, then we consider that 
ajaj+l ” ’ &Lli . ’ ’ aj -1, j=l,..., I, are the same circuit as z.) A circuit z = 
u1- l * al is said to be elementary if ai and Qi have distinct initial endpoints for any 
i, j, lSi<j s 1. (Each loop is an elementary circuit of length 1.) A set E of 
elementary circuits in G is called a circuit-cover of G if each point of G is on 
exactly one circuit in E. 
Let gC be the set of all circuit covers of G. Write G(G) == (~j). Then det A;f(G) 
is written as 
det 9(C) = 
cr 
wlzere n = 11’1, 0 is a 
permutatio n (T is even 
P(& Iw( 1@2a(2) - - * Qrrcr(,I) 
permutation on (1,. . . , n), and rs(~) = 1 or -1 if the 
or odd, respectively. For every permutation CT such that 
Qdl) l l * %ar(n) # 0, the arcs (indeterminates) qa(i), i = 1, . . . , n, constitute all 
elementary circuits in a circuit-cover of G. Conversely, for any circuit-cover E of 
G, the product of all arcs (indeterminates) that are on the circuits in E is equal to 
a term in det Q(G) up to a sign. Precisely, we can write 
ere for any circuit cover E E z?‘~, tE is the monomial Z CtE t, where for any 
mentary circuit z = a, l l l aI (c+ EA) in G, i_ onomial defined by 
t, = (-I)“$ l . . al. Therefore, we shall prove the following by induction on the 
ber of the pomt< of G. 
CEEg,tE is an irre ucible polynomial f G is a graph satisfying t 
clearly (4) holds. t YE 3 2 an-i aSrSurne 
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be a point of G and iet be the unique loop going from u to itself. Let 6’ be t 
graph obtained from G by deleting u (and all arcs going from or to IA). Let 
6.. . , Gk be all maximal strongly connected subgraphs of G’. (They exist 
because n G 2 2 and G Satisfies (ii).) Clearly nG, S n - 1 and Gi satisfies (i) al.2 (ii) 
fori=l,... , k. Let C be the set of all elementary circuits in G passing through U. 
Of course, a is a member of C. We shall show the follcwing. 
(*) For each i=l,... , k, there exists z E C -{a} such that z passes through a 
point of Gi. 
Let 16 is k and let u be a point of Gi. Then since G is strongly connected, 
there exist a path w going from u to u and a path x going from u to u neither of 
which passes through the same point twice. There exists the first point u’ on w 
with u’ # u that meets a point on X. The path w is written as w1 w2 where 
wl, w2 E n(G) aqd the terminal endpoint of util is u’, and also the path x is written 
as x1x2 where x,, X~E rl’( and the terminal endpoint x, is u’. (Of course, it ma!’ 
hold that u’= Map = x1 = v. Tkoughout this paper, we assume that uy = yu = y for 
any paths u and u of length 0, i.e., points u and II, and any path y going from u to 
71.) Then w1..z2 is an elementary circuit passing through u and u’. If u’ f IJ, then 
xlw2 is a circuit which passes through u’ but does not pass through u. Therefore, 
since Gi is a maximal strongly connected subgraph of G’, u’ is a point of G,. Thus 
wIx2 is a member of C and passes through a point of Gi. 
Let zEC-{a}. Let 1 i s G k and consider the graph Gi. If z passes through a 
point of Gi, there are some subpaths of z which are paths in Gi. (For two paths of 
y1 and y2 in a graph, y1 is a subpath of y2 if there exist paths w1 and w2 such that 
Y2 = WlYlWZ- Of course each of yl, wl, and w2 may be of length 0.) For a subpath 
x of z, if x is a path in Gi and there exists no subpath y of z which is a path in Gi 
of the form y = w1xw2 where at least one of w1 and w2 is a path of length greater 
than 0, then we say that x is a rnaximal subpath of z contained in Gi. Let D,., be 
the set of all maximal subpaths of z contained in Gi. We note that there may be 
paths of’ length 0, i.e., points, in Qi. Let Hi,, be the graph obtained from Gi by 
deleting all points on z. Let Ipi,, be the polynomial defined bY 
Pi,;! 
x ED,., 
is the graph with no point, then we set pH,,, = 1, ard for a pat 
he monomial defined as tallows. If x is a point, then l,- = 1 and if 
e nAe that if z d 
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For each z E C, let 8, be the set of all circuit covers of G that contain z. Noting 
that any circuit cover of G contains an elementary circuit passing, throjugh u, we 
h;ivc 
PG = fE = t E 
ZEC EsB, 
= i:tE+ c tE 
EEP, z EC-{a) EEB, 
where for all z E C, iz is the monomial such that 
k 
t, = iz t X’ 
i=l XED,., 
Since nG, l : n and (3, satisfies (i) and (ii) for i = 1,. . . , k, it follows from the 




Since the indeterminate (;t. does not appe ar in pj if pG is reducible, then p must be 
divided b:f PG, for some i = 1, . . . , k. 
Let 16 i s k. As noted before, if z E C -{a} does not pass through a point of 
c;i, then pi,z = PG,. By (I*), if z E C -{a} passes through a point of Gi, then 
deg Pi.z < deg QG,- Moreover, by (*), there exists z E C -- {a} such that z passes 
through at point of Gi. Therefore, noting that any in eterminate in f%;, can only 
aPPe 3-r in pi-z for z E C -(a}, w conclude that psi can not divide p. 
Thus we conclude that pG is irreducible. Hence we have shown (4) for qG = n, 
and the proof of the if part of the theorem is completed. 
The only if part of the theorem follows from t e fact that if G in the thleorcm is 
not strongly connected, then A%(G) and XI,, -&I(G) are reducible matrices, where 
n = lU( and 1, is the identity ______I__ mn+rly of order iz, and the fat’: that for a reducible 
atrix M, there exists a permutation matrix H such that H-r MH is of the fom 
shown by (1.1). iZ3 
Let f and g be two po2ynomials in Z[_a,, . . . , qn, X]. ?f f is 
a,, X] and if for any m positive integers pl, . . . , pm, there 
exists a complex number r such that 
f(P*, * * 44?lJ)=g(p~ ,..., pm,y)=O, 
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Assume that F in irredicuble in Z[a,, . . . , a,,,, X] and assume that for any m 
e integers pl, . . . , pm, there exists a complex number r such that 
f(P!, - * * 7 Pm, f-1 =I g(p,, - * a, pm, r) = 0. Sup ose that g is not divided by f in 
zk,. . . , G, X]. Let K be the quotient field of Z[a,, . . . , a,J. We can consider 
f(X) =f(ar, . . . 9 a,,,, X) and g(X) = g&r, l . . , G, X) as polynomials in K[X]. 
Since f(X) is irredtkble and g(X) is not divided by f(X) in Z[a 1, . . . , a,,, ][X], 
f(X) is irreducible and g(X) is not divided by f(X) in K[X]. (Cf. van der 
Waerden [ZS, 6233.) Therefore, there exist s(X) and t(X) in K[X] such that 
fW)s(X) + guotw) = 1. (2.0 
Since the coefficients of s(X) and t(X) are rational functions in indeterminates 
a,,..., a, over Z, there exists a nonzero polynomial u in Z[a,, . . . , a, ] such that 
both us and uf are in Z[a,, . . . , a.,, X]. Let s^ = us and t* = ut. Then by eq. (2.1) we 
have 
fh,. . . , a,, WH+, . . . - h -JO+ g(aly . . . , q,, Xjt^(a,, . . . , a,, X) 
= da,, . . . , a,). (2.2) 
Since u is a nonzero .polyntimial, there exist m positive integers p,, . . . , p,,, such 
that u(p,, . . . , P,,) # 0. (Cf. v an der Waerden [18,021-j.) By hypothesis, there 
exists a complex number r such that f(p:, . . . , pm, r) = g(p,, . . . , p,,,, r) := 0. !hb- 
stituting (p,, . . . , pm, r) for (ill, , . . , k, X) in the polynomials in eq. (2.2), we are 
led to a contradiction. Thus the lemma is proved. n 
I 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1. 
oaf of core Assume that h’ is uniformly finite-to-one and onto. By 
Lemma 1, we have r;G,) = r(G,). 
It follows from Lemma 3 that by adding new loops ol,, . . . , a; to G1 and new 
loops b’,, . . . ,bG to G2 if necessary, we can obtain from G1, G2 and h two 
strongly connected graphs G; and G$ and a homomorphism h’ of G; into G$ 
satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) For each point u of G$, there exists at least one loop from u to itself. 
Ci) h’(a) = h(a) for all a E A and h’((a;, . . . : a$) = {b’,, . . . , b;}. 
(.3) (h’)* is uniformly finite-to-one and onto. 
Let f&(a,, * . . , aI, a;, . . . , a;, AI) and &b., . . . , b ,,,, b;, . . . , b;, X) be the 
characteristic polynomials of o( ‘G; ) and (G$), respectively. Let g’ be the 
& raomial in B[b,, . . . , b,m, b;, . . . , b:, X] defined by 
g’h . . - . b ,,,, b;, . . . , b;, 
= f&h’(a,), . . . , h’(a!). h’(a;), . . . , [:‘(a;), 
en, since G$ is a 
iollows from Le 
(h’)* is uniform 
Ction (1) is satis 
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m + q positive integers pl, . . . , pm, pi, . . . , p& there exists a real number r such 
that 
E;‘(P,, * * * , Pm, p;, * - * , pi, r) = f+;(pl, l l - , pm, p’l, - . . , p;, rj = 0. 
ence it follows from Lemma 5 that i?i;; divides g’ in Z[bi, . . . , b,, b’,, . . . , b;, X]. 
Obviously, 
fG*(h, l * .,LX)=f~;(b~,. .,b,,,o,...,o,x) 
and by condition (2), 
ge,, l l ‘, b,, X) = g’(b,, . . . , b,, 0, . . . , 0, X). 
Thus we conclude that & divides g in Z[bl, . . . , &,, X]. 0 
Fig. 1 shows two strongly connected graphs G1 and G2 having the 
arcs a,, a,: a2, as, a4 and the arcs bO, b,, b2, respectively. Let h : {a,, . . . , 4 -+ 
{b,,, b,, b2) be defined by h(a,)l= h&j = bO, h&j = b,, and h(a,) = h(a,) = b2. 
Then h is a hc$momorphism elf G1 into G2. Using Proposition 1, we know 
that h* is uniformly finite-to-one, and it is easy to see that h* is onto. We 
have 
g(&, 61, b;l, X) = &(h(&), War), h&j, h&j, h(a,j, Xj 
= (X + b&X2 - box-- b,bJ = (X+ bo%,(bo, bl, 62, X). 
Tire following example shows that the converses of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 
do not hold. d/ 
. Fig. 2 shows two strongly connected graphs G1 and GO havi.ng the 
arcs a,, a!, . . . , a5 and the arcs ,bo, bl, respectively. It is seen that r(G,) = r(Go) = 
2 Let h be the homomorphism of G, into G2 defined by h(a,)= h(a,)= h(a,) = 
b. and h(q) = h(a3) = h(a,) = b,. Then, g(bo, bl, X) =fG,(h(ao), . . . , h(a,i, X) = 
X3-bOX2- b,&+b1j2 = (X2+blX9bobl+b:j~~,,(bo, blL, X). However, h* is not 
uniformly finite-to-one. This follows from Proposition l, since the two paths 
ar,ula3a4 and a;,a,a,a, in G1 are indistinguishable by h. Moreover, using Proposi- 
tion n, it is easily observed that there exists no homomorphism h of G1 into GO 
such that h* is uniformly finiteto-one. Furthermore, by ‘Theorem 3 in the next 
section, we know that for any homomorphism i c of 6, into GO9 h* is not onto. 
Fig. 1. 




Let G = (P, A, 6) be a graph. For any non-negative integer ,p, we 
*graph LCp’( C) as follows. L”‘(G) = 6. For p ZJ 1, L’P’(:G) = 
(Htp)(G), Up+‘)(G), 5”‘) where C(“(U~ l l l %+;)=(a, - l l ap, a2 l l l LI~+~) for 
a, l ’ . up+r E I7(p+1’(G) with a, E A (i = 1, . . . , p + 1). (Recall that IItp)(G) = Ap n 
n(G) for p > 1.) We call L’p’( G) the path graph of length p of G. Particularly, we 
denote L(‘)(G) by L(G) and call it the line (directed) graph of G. ’ Clearly, if CL; is 
strongly connected, Then Lcp’(G) is strongly connected for all integers p a 0. Let 
p be an arbitrary non-negative integer. We define mdppings h : 17’P+“(G) -+ A 
and 4 :17’p’(G)-+ P as follows. For any al l l l u,+~ E _U(‘+r)(G) with Ui E A 
(i = 1, I . . , p + l), h(u, - 9 l u,+J s+~, and for any x c’ Iltp’(G), 4(x) is the termi- 
nal endpoint of x. Then clearly = (h, 4) is a homomorphism of Ltp)( G) into G 
and * is uniformly finite-to-on Clearly, rf G is strongly connected, then 
uniformly finite-to-one and onto. Let g be the polynomial obtained from jL(p)(ciI 
by substituting h(y) for y for all indeterminates y E 17(p+1’(G) in &)(Gj. Then, by 
Theorem 1, we know that if G is strongly connected, then g is divided by fG. In 
fact, using a similar method to that pointed out by Adler and Marcus [l], we can 
prove a stronger result: For any graph G (without any restriction imposed on it), 
g = Xm-yG (2.3) 
and hence, as is found in Adler and Marcus [l], 
f p(r;)(x) = Xm-nfG (X), 
where nr = ]@P’(G)], n = IPI, and we assume that &, = f@ = 1 for the graph @J with 
no point. Note that m -n may be negative. Particularly, we have 
r(Ltp’(G)) = r(G) . 
es to show the 
p > 0 is straightforwardly prov 
p= I. 
’ This is the same as the line digraph of C in 
Berge [2). 
eineke /8] and the adjoins of G in 
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If G has llpo arc, then clearly (2.3) hoids. 
y,} and let A = (,I~, . . . , a,,). Then g( cl,, . . . , a,, X) is the 
polynomial obtained from j&+) by substituting h(y) for all i,rdeterminates y E 
IV*‘(G). Let fi be the m X PII matrix (Qj) in which rqj = Uj if the terminal 
endpoint of ai is the initial endpoint of aj, and Qj := 0 otherwise. We can consider 
g(X)= g(a1, - * *, a,, X) as a pclynomial in K[X] where 1’6: is the quotient field of 
ZCUl,..., a.,, J. Then g(X) is ?he characteristic polynomial of I\;i. Let s be the 
M? x n matrix (Sii) such that Si, = 1 if arc Ui goes to point ui, and Sii = 0 otherwise. 
Let 7 be the n x 01 matrix (/., ) such that ci = ai if arc ui goes from point ui, and 
ti, = 0 otherwise. Then cIe?.rly, SF equals I@ and ??!? equals c(G), i.e., the 
representation matrix of G. Let us denote the characteristic polynomial of a 
square matrix M with elements in a field bv e&X). Then it is well-known (e.g., 
Jacobson [!)I) that for any m x n matrix S and n x m matrix 7’ with elements in a 
field, 
g&X) = x’“-“Jc,(x). 
Thus, we have 
At the end of this section, we show that Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 are 
generalized to graphs with no restriction. Throughout: the remainder of this 
section, the term “stro!lgly connected graph” will be used in the usual sense, that 
is, it includes “strongl~r connected graph with one point and no arc”. 
For a graph G, -we call a maximal strongly connected subgraph of G a 
component oi 6. 
6s L+t . G r= (P, A, 51) ~rtd 62 = (a, B, 52) be tM*c gruphs. Let Gli = 
‘(Pi, Ai, cli):, i = 1, . . . , p, be all corn nents of G1 and let 6, = <Qi, Bl, 62j), j = 
1 ?...¶ q, be all componets of GZ. Let = (h, &I be a homc)morphism of G, into G2. 
Thenforeuch i-l,...,p, thereexists lsjsq (Gli) iS U StibgrZph Of 
Gzi. Hence we can &;fine a homomorphism of G1i into G2, ,521 
hi(U)= h(u) (U E Ai) Ufld 4 \U)=C$(U) (UE P,). MOWOWr, if 
, q, there exists 16 i d p such thut hi JS u Cllomo 
imxe G,i IS strongly cotrna,.;cted, it l,i’0110~~ th 
s onto. Let 1 s j c q. Since 
pm2 $1 30 uo!JDl_rlsa.I ?? d !Ig 30 tus~ydJouIou.Ioy 
~pa~~auuoa @UOJJS SF pue ‘Zg 30 luauodmoa ‘p: so ‘Zf> 
~)ra asneaaq ‘!Zg = (Q) 30 ydsl%qns B SF ( ‘!I9 
s I? si N aau!S l 
-pa~:~auuor, @uo~~s i H )~q) uhioys a~t2y aM a3ua~ l n n qloq qSn0.n.j~ sassed 
X jeyl SMO[[OJ 11 %?"fi =(x) jeqj ysns (H)H 3 x s~s!xa rayi ‘0~~10 s! * 
*“ri 30 lurodpua [E!I!~! aql 01 30 lu~odpua ~eu~wal ay:, ruo.13 Zu!o% Q$I u! z yzed 
e sls!xa a.caql ‘palwuuo~ A~BUOJ~S s! !Zg ams m y%noJyl sassed ‘(!Zg)u #A ‘% 
awos ~03 Z&“iVh = ix) JIZ~J yms H UT x ylvd he le’yl qms !=g u! “S ylvd 
e sisfxa anay) n ‘~2 = M ea JOJ 'arsoqe ayi k$~ -fj 30 slurod OM) he aq n ‘n ia? 
w 
ySnoJy1 sassvd Aglessaaau ‘( !Zf))u 3 ZA ‘V auxos 103 WA V = (x)* )gqj qms H u! 
x ywd ihe jk?y’1 SMO[lOJ $1 '@=("/o,_( ) leqj yms (‘Zg)u 3 “rC slsixa a3ayl amaH 
ue !Zg oiur “H 30 dJowou3oy e S! n uau l ( “+ ‘3) = n 
pue ({n}--830) (WJ=(n)“cp A9 !o +({n}-pj):np auy~p ‘(n330)(1’))21=(i)ny 
hq QtnD:3 auyaa y-j UroJJ (n 01 i0 uI0.g %uroZt sxre [Ia pue) n iuiod aqi %ii! 
-Aoulal: /cq pauyqo J.J JO qdetiqns aql aq (n2 'no ‘(n)-H)= “H IaT l ~3n ial 
*pa)Dauuo3 Ic~8UOJlS s!! H jl?q1 MOqS [[lzqs aM '( 8 3 n) 
fn)+ = (n) Aq pauyap !() own 8 30 8u~ddec.u aql sl 9 pue (3 3 v) (v)y = (V)LJ 
S81 Sl.piVA8 paJ3al!p Jo su4s~yd4ou4ou4oy Jo suo!suaxg 
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be a homomorphism of a graph G1 (into a graph G2. Let Gli, 
components of G1. Let Gzi, j = 1, . . at , q, be all components of 
is uniformly finite-to-one and onto, then the following statements are 
(I) For i = 1,. . . 9 p and j = 1, . . . 
r(G,i)s r(G,i). 
((;,i) is a subgraph gf G,j, then 
(2) For each j = 1, . . . , q, there exists I c i s P such that ?‘(Gli) = r(Gzj) and fGz, 
divides fir;,,. 
(3) rW1)= r(G,) and fG, divides fL, 
3. twaD s 
In this section, we prove that if G1 and G2 are strongly connected graphs such 
that their adjacency matrices have the same maximal characteristic value, then for 
any homomorphism h of G, into G2, h* is on to if and only if h* is uniformly 
finite-to-one, and hence the surjectivity of h* is equivalent to the nonexistence of 
two distinct paths in G, which are indistinguishable by h. 
Let G = (P, A, 5) be a strongly connected graph. Let p be a non-negative 
integer. We define a mapping OG,P : Lf(L’“‘( G)) ---, lJ z P HCi’(G) as f~Ihm. (Cf. 
Example 3.) If z is a path of length 0 in L’p’(C~:), then z E Utp’(G). For this case, 
we define tag,, = z. If z is a path of length I 2 1 in L’“‘(G), then z is of 
the form 
with a,;. . . , altp E A such that a, l l l Q!+~ E 17(r+p)(G). For this case, we define 
&Jz) =z a1 l . - al+*. Clearly, &, is one-to-one and onto. 
A, 6,) and G2= , &) be iwo strongly connected 
graphs wiih’ r(G,) = r(G,). Then for any htimomorphism h of G1 into G2, ir* is 
uniformly finite-to-one if and only if h* is ontrp 
. Let !I : A ---, B be a homomorphism 
e define a mapping !@) : 
“‘(4 = h*(x) ix E _ 
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strongly connected graph L’P”(G2). Moreover, we have, for each z E 17(L’p’(G,)), 
h”&,.,(z)) = &*.p((h(P9*(Z)). 
The.-efore, since tic ,,P and 0G2,P are one-to-one and onto, h* is uniformly fmite- 
to-one [onto] if and only if (Iz’~‘)* is uniformly finite-to-one [onto]. 
Ass.ume that h* is uniformly finite-to-one but not onto. Then there exists 
y E I’IQ) with lg(y) 13 1 such that (h*)-‘(y) =I 8. ‘Let p = lg(y) - 1. We consider the 
homo no8~hism h (p) of IJP’(G1) into IJp)(GZ). Since h* is uniformly finite-to-one, 
(h’ ;‘: is uniformly finite-to-one. Moreover, y is an arc of LCP’(G,) such 
tha; (!I’~ ‘c-‘(y) = (d. Let H = h’P’(L’P’(G,)) (cf. Section 1 for this no 
Then )i is a strongly connected subgraph of LtP)(G2). We define a mapping 
(h(p))l a 1:“‘+-1) 
b (6,) + h’P’(17’P+“(C2)) by 
OI’~‘)‘(X) =hip’(x) (x E 17’p+‘)(G1)). 
Then cle.arly (h”‘))’ is a homomorphism of 
uniformly finite-to-one, (( htp’)‘)* is uniformly 
we have 
r( L’P’(G 1)) s r(H) . 
Ltp’( G,) into H. Since (hcp’)* is 
finite-to-one. Thus, by Lemma 1, 
On the other hand, the following result is well known (see e.g., Nikaido [16]), 
(i) For any two distinct non-negative square matrices MI and M2 of ti’re same 
order, if MI is irreducible and MI - M2 is non-negative, then the maximal 
characteristic value of MI is greater than that of M2. 
Sin ze h(p’(.17(p+ ‘)( G,)) c IItp+*)( G,) -{ y}, it f o 11 ows from (i) that the maximal 
chara(zteristic value of M(L’“‘(G,)) is greater than that of M(H). Hence we have 
r( Ltp’( G2)) > r( 23). 
By Example 3 and hypothesis 
r(L’P’(G,)) = r(G,) = r(G2) = r(L”“(G,)). 
There,fore, we have r(L’P’(G,)) > r(H), which is a contradiction. Thus we have 
proved that if h* is uniformly finite-to-one, then h* is onto. 
To show the converse, we assume that h* is onto but not uniformly fmite-to- 
is obtained from G1 by adding a new 
endpoints as a for every arc a of G1. 
and .& is defined by l;(a) = c;(a) = &(a) (a E 
same initial and te 
e same wa 
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Then, since h is a homomorphism of G, into G2, h’ is a homomorphism of G’, 
into G$. Let d, - 0 l dl IX any path of length not less IthJn 1 in Gi with c!i E B” 
(i=l,..., 1). For i = 1, . . . , I, let [Ii be the element c jf B such that &i = di or 
6i = di. Then bI l l l li, ’ ‘; path in G2 and 
j((h’:,*)-‘(d, l l l 1d,)l= I(V)-‘(b, l ’ l b,)l. 
Therefore, since h” is onto, (h’)* is onto. 
Since h* is not uniformly finite-to-one, it follows from Proposition 1 that there 
exist two distinct paths x1 snd x2 in G1 which are indistinguishable by h. Let 
p =lg(x,)- 1. For E’-_,2, we write Xi = t&l l l u Ui(p+l) with Clij E A 
(j= 1,. . . ,p+l). For i= 1,2, let xi = &q2 l l l Ui(p+l)s Then xl, and xi are two 
distinct paths in G’, which are indistinguishable by h’. 
Put H, = LtP’(G;), If2 = LtP’(G$), and g = (h’)(p). Then HI and si, are strongly 
connected graphs and g is a homomorphism of HI into I&. Moreover, xi and xi 
?U.’ 1:,t;,,., u&k LiiSsiii;i iia =... al-P= c\f ffl c Let fi, = (I?, E, 5) be the maximal strongly connected 
subgraph of I-& having the arc xl, but not having the arc x$. Now we shall prove 
the following. 
(*) & exists and for any z G II - II(&), there exists 2 E n(fi,) such that 
g’%(Z) z g*(r)* 
Let z E IT<&) - I7( I?,). Since HI is strongly connected, there exists a circuit C 
in H, such that the arc x$ is on C and z is a subpath of C. Let D = 0,,,,(C). Then 
D is a path in G; and x$ appears in D at least once as a subpath of D. Hence we 
can write D = w,x5w2 with wl, w2e H(G’,). Let D1 = M~~x{w~. Then since xi and 
x5 !lave the same initial endpoint and the same terminal endpoint and (W)*(x;) = 
(h’)*(x;:J D, is a path in 6; and (Wj*(&) = (h’)*(D). Since xi = ~,,at2 - l l CZ~(~+~) 
and xi =’ &,a22 l l - a2(p+l), xi and x,; do not intersect, that is, there exist no paths 
t,, f2, and s of length greater than 0 in G; such that x i = t,s and xi = st, or 
x i = st, ;ind xi = t2s. Hence replacing any subpath x; in D by xi does not generate 
a new scabpath xi in D1. ‘Therefore, by replacing every subpath xi in D by xi, we 
can obtain a path D in G i such that xl, is not a subpath of 13, xi is a subpath of fi, 
and 
(h’)*(D) = (h’)*(D). 
fit has the form D = c?, l l l i&d, l l l dp where cl, E A’ (i = I., . . . , I), by additional 
replacements if necessary. (13 is of the form D = alI 9 * * dldl 9 * l d, where di E A’ 
(i=l,..., I::. P-f a part aof one of the initial and terminal subpaths d, l l l d, of D is 
replaced by a subpath of x; in the above replac ;!nlents, the corresponding part of 
the other subpath d, l l . d, of D must be replaccsl by the same subpath of ~‘1.) 
Let C = (6,;,p)-‘(fi). Then c is a circuit in HI. ‘tioreover. (?’ passes through <the 
arc x’, but does not pass through the arc xi. exists and c is a circuit in 
0,. Furthermore, we have 
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Since L is a subpath of C, there exists a subpath Z of c such that g*(Z) = g*(z). 
Of course, Z is a path in fi, . Thus we have proved (*). 
Let $j : E + 17’p+‘) (G2) be the restriction of g. Then jj is a homomorphism of fi, 
into I& Since (h’)* is onto, g* = ([h’)‘P’)* is onto. Therefore, it follows from (*) 
that (g)” is onto. Thus it follows from Lemma 1 that 
However, H, is a strongly connected graph and I?, is a subgaph of HI which 
does not have the arc X$ of HI Hence it follows from (i) that the maximal 
characteristic value of M(H,) is greater than that of M(fi,). Thus we have 
P(&) < r(H,). 
From Example 3, r(GI) := r(L’P’(G# = r(W,) for i = 1,2. Therefore since r(G;) = 
r(G$j, r(H,) -= r(H,). Thus we have r(&) < r(H,), which is a contradiction. Thus 
we have proved that if hc is onto, then h* is uniformiy finite-to-one. The proof of 
the theorem is completed. Cl 
orolll 3. Let G, and G2 be two strongly connected graphs with r(G,) = r(GJ, 
and let h be a homomorphism of G, into G2. Then h * is onto if and only if no two 
distinct paths in Gl are indistinguishablle by h. 
of. This follows from Theorem 3 and Proposition 1. 0 
The following example show!: 
true if either G1 or G, ?I them 
that Theorem 3 and Corollary 3 are no longer 
is not strongly connected. 
G1, G2, and G3 as follows. G1 = 
&(a,) = (UI, kj, SI(a,) = (u,, L& and &(aJ = 
Define graphs 
‘,,, a& 6,) where 
(~2, ~2); GZ = W, #I, 4’2) where &W = (v, 4; G3 = ({w,, wd, k,, c,}, 5J where 
&@I) = (w,, wl) and &(c2) = (wl, w2). Then G2 is strongly connected but G, and 
G3 are not strongly connected. Clearly r(G,) = r( G2) = r(G3). bet 
the homomorphism of G1 into G2 defined by h,(a,) = hl(aJ = 
#Q(u,) = &(u2) = v. Let = (h2, #2) be the homomorphism of G2 into G3 defined 
by h,(b) = cl and &(v T is onto but not uniformly finite-to-one 
because, for each n 3 1 ‘) = b” for any i with W i s M - 1 SO that 
)i 2 n. Note that ala2 and a2a3 arc distinct and indistinguishable by 
is one-to-on(,: but not onto. 
Corollary 3 can be viewe6 as a generalization of the one-dimensional version of 
the Garden-of-Eden theorem of 
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a mapping f” :A”-‘A*-+ A* 2s fol!ows. kf x E A”-‘, thlen 
and if x == a, - l l a,, with p 3 n and ai E A (i = 1, . . . , p), then 
.P( a, l l l ,4.J = fta, l l l aMa l l l an+,) * l l fb,-,,+, l - l a,). 
Two strhgs are said to indistinguishable by f lif = f*(v) there 
exist VE A”-’ x’, y’~ such that = ux’v y z= The 
result found in [7) on dynamical systems. 
A bc finite nonempty of symbols. ra be positive integer. 
f~ F(A, Then the statements are 
(1) f* onto. 
(2) two distinct in A* indistinguishable by 
(3) For x E l(f*)-‘(x)1= IA\“-‘. 
equivalence of and (2) the above is also as the 
version of Garden-of-Eden theorem Moore [12] 
Myhill[l3]. The of (2) (3) is found as one-dimensional 
version a result Maruoka and [ 111. 
B be finite nonempty of symbols. a graph by G,(B) 
({A}, 13, where &(b) (A, A) each b B. Then is a con- 
nected with one A and arcs b’s B, and arc b W is loop 
going A to in G,,(B). II(G,(B)) = Let G (P, A., be any 
For any A : A + B, (A, (b) is a homomorphism of G into G,( B) 
where 4 is the mapping of P into {A} such that 4(u) = 4 for all u E P. Hence we 
can define the extension A* : II(G) -+ B* of A by A”’ = (A, a#$“. A pair (G, A) cf a 
graph G and a mapping A : A + B is a A-graph over B, which was use 
and [‘LS]. 
. Let G = (P, A, 5) be a strongly connected graph. Let I3 be a finite 
nonevnpty set of symbols, and let A be a mapping of A into Et. Assume that every 
point of G; has II?! arcs going from it and 1111 arcs going IZO it. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) A* is onto. 
(2). No two distinct paths in G are i~d~sti~~guishab~e by ,b. 
(3) l(A*)-‘(y)l= IPI for ail y E 
quivalence of (1 I and (2) fol 
direct proof of it, from winich the 
y E 11-i + MY J 
fro 
lind 
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be such that N( v,) = s. We observe that U b& (A*)-l(y,b) is the set of all paths w 
in G of the form w = xa with .xE(A*)-‘(y,) and ak E A. Therefore, since every 
point of G has iI31 arcs going from it, it follows that 
N(Y.sb) = PI = N(Ys) IBI = s IBI. 
beB xdA*r’(Y,) 
Therefore, since s = miny E BM N(y), it follows that N(y&) = s for all b E B. 2 Hence 
by induction, we have 
N(ys2 j = s 
Suppose that (2) 
in G such that w1 
terminal endpoint, 
strongly connected, 
u and a path x2 going from u to u in 6. Let p be any positive integer. Then 
for all 2 E E*. (3.1) 
does not hold. Then there exist two distinct paths w1 and w2 
and w2 have the same initial endpoint, say K, and the same 
say IJ, and A*(w,) = Am*. Let X, E (A*)-‘(y,). Since G is 
there exist a path x1 going from the terminal endpoint of X, to 
A*(XJ, Wi,X2Wi,X2 l l 9 Wi,,Q) =yJ*~~~~)(A*(w~x~))~ 
for &=1,2 (j=l,..., p). Hence N(y,A*(x,)(A*( w,x#) 3 2p, which contrsaicts 
(3.1). 
We have shown that (1) implies (2). 
Assume (2). By Proposition 1, there exists a positive number T such that 
N(y)< T for all y E B*. Hence there exist t = maxyEB* N(y) and y, E B* such that 
N(y,) = t. Since every point of G has IBI arcs going to it, we have 
N@y,) = 
bc B xe(A’) ‘(y,) 
Therefore, since t = mix,&* N(y), it follows that 
by induction, we have 
N(ty,) = t for all z E B*. 
. 
N(by,) = t for all 
z’ yt ) = $9, which contradicts (3.2). 
Hence we conclude that (2) implies (1). 
Clearly (3) implies (1) and (2). 
Assume that both (1) and (2) hoid. Then from (3.1) an 
s = N(y,y,) = t. 
ence (3) holds. 
The proof of the theorem is corn 
2 This technique is similar to that used in the proof of a theorem of LX. Welch in [7) ( 
of 1711). 
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Let A be a finite nonempty set of 
G = la”‘- “(‘G,(A)), i.e., G=( 
(a,*.*a, r,a2*’ * a,,) with aiEA (i= 1,. . . , m). et tj :- ~Cj,,(A).n_l (cf. the 
paragraph preceding Theorem 3), i.e., 0 is the one-to-one mapping of n(G) 
onto An--’ A* such that for a point u = aI l l l a,_l with a, E A (t = 1,. . . , n - l), 
8(u)= u, l ’ ’ an-r and for a path x = (aI l l l a, j(a2 l l 0 a,,, I) l l l (a,. l l LZ,,+~__~) 
with pa 1 and ai E A (i = 1,. . . , p+n- 1), e(x)=a., l l l a:,,,,, _1. Let f~ HA, n). 
We consider the mapping A of the set of arcs A" of G Into A defined 
A(x) = f@(x)) (x E A”). Then clearly f* = h *OS’ , Thus the previous theorem is a 
direct consequence of Theorem 4. 
In this section, we consider global maps of homomorphisms of graphs. They are 
closely related to homomorphisms of a class of symbolic ows called subshifts of 
finite type. Our results on homomorphisms of graphs are applied to homomor- 
phisms of symbolic flows between subshifts of finite type. 
For a g,ra.ph G, we say that G has property C if for each point u of 6, there 
exists at least one arc going to u and at lea,, Q+ c3ne arc going from u. Throughout 
this section, we assume, unless otherwise stated, that a graph has property C. 
Let Z be the set of all integers. Let G = (P, A, 5) be a graph. A mapping 
ey :Z! -+ A is called a bisequence over G if for each i E Z, the terminal enclpoint ~2 
a(i) is the initial endpoint ar(i + 1). We denote by a(G) the se.1 of all bisequences 
over G. For a E O(G) and i E Z, cy (i) will often be denoted by ai. For 01 E In(G) 
and i,i~Z with isi, let a[i,j]=aiai+l l l * crj. Clearly ~r[i,j]~ Z7(i-i’“(G). We 
define a metric d on .0(G) as follows. For (x9 0 E a(G), 
if cx = 0, 
where k = min{ i aOIcu[-i,i]#@[- i, i]}. With this metric, 0(G) is compact. 
Let h be a homomorphism of a graph Gr into a graph G2. We define a mapping 
(G2) as follows. For a! E &!(G,), h,(a) = 6 ,kYhere @i = h(al) for all 
en h, is a continu0u.s mapping of n(G,) into (CQ We call h, the 
global map of h. 
A mappkg f:X + Y is finite-to-one if f-‘(y) is kite for ,311 y E Y. 
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e (1) Assume that h* is c::nto. Let @ E K4(G2). For each non-negative integer 
i, let 4 E (h”)N--‘(P[- i, i]). Tht,n for each non-negative integer i there exists 
(Y”’ E 12(Gl) such] that di)[-i, i] = xi because G, has property C. Since &!(G,) is 
compact, there exists a sequence of integers io< il < 0 . 0 sEch that the sequence 
&,’ , cc, . . l is convergent. Le t a = lim,,, #J. Since h, is continuous, it follows 
that h,(a) = lim ,._&,(a”~‘) = fi! Hence h, is onto. 
Assume that h, is onto. Let x E II -with Ig(x) > 1. Since G2 has property Cl, 
there exists /3 E Q(GJ such tilut @CO, Ig(x)- l] = x. There exists a bisequence 
cy E II such that h,(a) = ;3. Clearly, h*(a[O, lg(x) - I]) = @[O, Ig(x) - l] = x. 
Thus for each x E I7(G,) with ig(x) a 1 7 (l-z*)- ‘(x) # $9. This implies that for each 
x E II( (h*)- ‘(x) f@ Henct;.l h* is onto. 
(2) Suppose that for pairwise distinct a(“, (Y(~‘, . . . , cd”’ in fl(G,), h,(~“)) = 
h,(#‘) ‘= l l l = kJcdP)). Since @)’ s are pairwise distinct, there exists a positive 
integer k such that a”‘[-k, k], a’2’[-k, k], . . . , dp)[-ic, k] are pairwise distinct. 
Of course, h*(ar”‘[-k, k]) = h*<a’2’[-k, k]) = l 9 * = h*(cu’“‘[--k, Ii]). Hence if h, is 
not uniformly finite-to-one, then h* is not uniformly finite-to-one. 
Assume that G1 is strongly connected and suppose that h* is not uniformly 
finite-to-one. Then from Proposition 1, there exist two distinct paths x, y i .I 
II having the same initial endpoint, say u, and the same terminal endpoint, 
say u), with h*(x) = h”(y). Since G1 is strongly connected, t re exists 3 path z 
from v to u. Let w1 = xz and let w? = yz. Then w1 # w2, w1 a w2 goes fl,om u to 
itself, and h*(wJ = II*( Let k = lg(w,). Let p be the element of J2(G2) such 
that P[mk, (m + 1)k - I]= h*(wI) for all m EZ. Since h,(a) = @ for elrery (II E 
J2(G,) such that cr[mk, (m + 1)k - l] = wl or w2 for all ITI E Z, h, is not tinit):-to- 
one. 
The proof is completed. c] 
5. Let G1 and G2 be strongly connected graphs with r(G,) = I+;~), and 
let h be a homomorphism of G1 into G2. Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(1) h* is onto. 
(2) h* is uniformly finite-to-one. 
(3) No two distinct paths in 6, are indistinguishable by h. 
(4) h, is Of2 to. 
(5) h, is uniformly finite-to-one. 
(6) 11, is jkite-to-one. 
Let A be 
eoaem follu,yrs fro eor2 3 an ositio and 2. Cl 
nite nonempty set 0; sym A= as the 
uences over 
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i E Z. Tht: flow (a,, a) is called the fccll shift system over A. Let X be a closed 
nonempty subset of 0, such that W’(X) = X. The flow (X, a) ks called a su.&Iow 
of (a,, u). A symbolic flow over 4 is a subflow of ( A, a)~ ILet G = (P, A, 5) be a 
graph. Then (0(G), a) is a subflow of ( A, (T) and is called a subshif’t of fir&e ape. 
If G is strongly connected, then (Q(G), a) is called an irreducible subshI@ of finite 
type. ’
Let ‘4 and B be two finite nonempty sets of symbols. Let (X, gl) and (Y, O-&I be 
two symbolic flows respectively over A and over B. A homc~~orphism 
7r :(X, ol) -+ (Y, az) is a continuous mapping of X into Y such tha.t 7ru1 = CQW. 
For details about symbolic flows. see, e.g., Coven and Paul [3] or Adler and 
Marcus [l]. 
The following theorem is a graph-theoretical interpretation of the well-known 
theorem of Curtis-Hedlund-Lyndon [7] for homomorphisms of subqshifts of ffinite 
type. By virtue of it the preceding results on holmomorphisms of graphs are 
directly applied to homomorphisms of symbolic flows between subshifts of 
finite type. 
Let G = (P, A, 5) be a graph. Let p, q be positive :!n :.egers with p 2 q. Let h,,,, 
be the mapping of Up)(G) into A defined as follows: 
h G.p.q (al . l l a,)=aq 
for a, * l l up E I’I(,)( G) with ati E A (i = 1, . . . , p). Then hG,,q is a homomorphism 
of L’P- 1) (G) into 6. Clearly, the global map (hG,p,q)g is a homeomorphism of 
Q(L’p-“(G)) onto 0(G). 
L. t G, = (P, A, &) 2nd G2 = (Q, B, &) be graphs. Lea w be a mapping 
of O(G,) into 0(G2). Then, T is a homomorphism of the symbolic, flow (L!(G,), q) 
over A into the symbolic flow (L!(G,), CTJ over B if and only if shere exist positive 
i?ztege.v,r p  q with p 2 q, and a homomorphism h of 1, “-“(G1) Jpeto G2 such. that 
77 = h~(h(;*_& l. 
Ixt 7r be a homomorphism of (R(G,), pi) into (a(G,), 6~~). For any 
positiie integer p, l:t 9!& = {(Yi(Yi+l l  l (x i+p-lI (I! E &!(G,), i E Z}. Corresponding to 
any mapping f:93, --, B, we define :a mapping f,:&!(G,) + .f2(G2) by f&x) = 13 
where Si = f(aittii +I l l l ni+p-_l) for all i E Z. It follows from the generalized version 
of the well-known theorem of Curtis-Hedlund-Lyndon C’r] fo omomorphsims of 
ows poin :ed :x.it in Klein [lo] (Theorem 3.2 of [l that there exists a 
positive integer k such that the mapping f : Bzk _ 1 -+ B defined by 
f(a-k(Y-k+l  ’ l ak) = (rr(o& (a E R(G,)), is well-define’cf ,drd ar = a;ik&,. 
h of the set of arcs of E’2k’(G1) int3 tn 
by h(a-@f++l * * l (xk) = I[+!& (C.t E 
ese definjtions of :,&shifts of finite type and irreducible subshifts c. finite type are essentially 
e usual definitions by non-negative matrices. See Williar;id ,193. 
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has property C, g1’2k+*‘(G,) =92k+1. Hence by the above, h is well-defined. Let 
z1 and t2 e any two arcs of (2k)(G1) such that the terminal elhJpoint of z1 is the 
initial endpoint of z2. Then since G1 has property C, it follo\vs that there exists 
a! E fi(Gr) such that ak_@!_k+l ’ ’ ’ ufk = z1 and &k+1(Y_k+2 ’ ’ ’ ‘ztk+l = z2. We have 
h(z,) = (T(&-, and k(z2) = (v(+((Y)))~ = (u~(~T(QL)))~ = ( (a)), . Therefore, since 
?T((Y)E R(G,), the terminal endpoint of h(z,) is the initial endpoint of h(z2). Thus 
h is a homomorphism of L (2k)(G,) into G2. Clearly we have 
Hence the onl;+if part of the statement is proved. 
IlIt is clear that for any positive integer p and q with p 2 q and a homomorphism 
h of L’P-‘)(GI) into G2, h (h j; G,,,p,q);l is a homomorphism of (&?(,G,), (TV) into 
WG2)9 ~2). 0 
7. Let G, and G2 be graphs. If there exists a finite-to-one homomorphism 
of the symbolic flow (R(G,), a,) onto the symbolic flow (fl(G,), (TV), then r(G,) = 
r(G,) and f&(X) divides Xmfc;,(X) f or some non -negative integer m. 
of. By Theorem 6, there exist a non-negative integer s and a homomorphism 
of L’“‘(G,) into G2 such that h, i:~ finite-to-one and onto. By Proposition 2, h* 
is onto. 
Let Gli, i = 1,. . . , p be all components of L’“‘(G1) and let Gzi, j = 1, . . . , q, be 
all components of G2 where “component” means the same as in Lemma 6. For 
each i = 1,. . . , p, le = (hi, &i) be the homomorphism of G,i into G,, defined in 
the same way as in emma 6 (replacing G1 by L’“‘(G,) in Lemma 6). Unless Gli 
is a graph with one point and no arc, (hi), can be defi d and is finite-to-one 
because h, is finite-to-one. Therefore, by Proposition 2, Y is uniformly finite- 
to-one for all i = I, . . . , p. 
Thus it is clear from the proof of Theorem 2 that r(L’“‘(G,)) -= r(G2) and 
f L~sj(G,I(X) is divided by f&(X). Hence the result follows from Example 3. c] 
The following result on irreducible subshifts of finite type is included by a result 
of Coven and Paul [4] on sofic systems. (See also Coven and Paul [3].) We have 
given another proof of it, i.e., it directly follows from Theorem 6, Example 3, and 
Tlheorem 5. 
‘aul). Let 6, and G2 be stron acted graphs wit 
omomo km of the symbolic (G,), o-1) into the 
(G,), g2j, then t following statements are equir &nt. 
(1) T I:s otato. 
(2) 7r I:s ~~i~~~~y 
(3) z is finite-to-one. 
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Our proof of Theorem 8 is essentially based on Theorem 3. But conversely, in 
vkw or” Pitip&tion 2, Theorem 3 can follow from eorem 8. However, the 
proof of Theorem 8 given by Coven and Paul [4] uses the properties of symbolic 
flows based on entropy-maximizing measures. Our proofs are elementary, 
The following result also follow s from Theorem 6, Example 3, Proposition 2, 
Lemmas 6 and I, and Theorems 3 and 1. 
Let <& be a graph wn d let G2 be a strongly connected graph wi 
t(G,) = r(G,). If there exists a homomorphism of the symbolic jkw (O(G,), q) onko 
the symbolic flow (,f2(G,), az), then f&X) divides XmfG,(X) for some rzon-negative 
integer m. 
The author would like to thank Professor KGji Uchida for the proof of Lemma 
5 which is crucial to the proof of Theorem 1. He would also lilke to thank the 
referee for pointing out an error in the original proof of Lemma 4. He 
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